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 Neil Farmeris a principal consultant with Butler
Cox specialising in office automation. During the
past few years, he has reviewed and analysed the
office automation activities of more than 400
organisations in Europe and the United States. The
majority of these (about 80 per cent) have been
neither clear successes nor clear failures ♥ they
have simply been non-events. From his analysis,
Neil has identified the reasons for the lack of
success in office automation projects, and in this
paper he sets out seven rules for success.

The key to success is hybrid systems that combine
elements of standard office automationfacilities,
data processing systems, and telecommunications
systems. These systemsare aimed at specific appli-
cations and specific user groups, and therefore
provide high payoffs very quickly.
The mistake that many organisations have made
is to focus their early office automation activities
on providing general-purposefacilities for all office
staff. This does not work becausethecosts far out-
weigh the benefits, andfirst-time users of general-
purpose facilities will only accept them once an
electronic-office environmenthas been established.
The best way of establishing this environmentis
to concentrate initially on hybrid information
systems that focus on specific applications.

 

   
Other organisations have tried to emulate the
success of the few organisations that haveinstalled
office systems using a top-down approach. This
approach only worksif a senior executive (ideally
the chief executive) personally ☂drives☂ the office
automation programme.Office systemstrials that
start by installing general-purpose systemsfor use
by senior managers are doomedtofailure.
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Hybrid Information Systems
The Key to Success in Office Automation

Hybrid information systems combine elements of
conventional office systems, data processing
systems, and telecommunications systems to create
asingle user-oriented system that meets areal busi-
ness need. They are the key to successful office
automation.

EXAMPLESOF HYBRID INFORMATIO:
SYSTEMS |
Consider, for example, a salesman who connects his
portable computer to a modem at home anddials
into his electronic mailboxattheoffice to gatherall
the relevant information on the customers he will
visit tomorrow. The information comes both from
data processing and from text-processing systems,
andis accessed by a scheduling system and anelec-
tronic mail system. The access mechanism is of no
interest to the salesman, whois concerned only that
customersales patterns, his previousvisit reports,
and a summary of recent press comments on the
customerare available when he needs them for the
next day☂s work.

Consideralso an accountantin the headoffice of a
large multinational corporation whois consolidating
the monthly sales and trading profit figures from
subsidiary companies around the world. The numer-
ical consolidation is routine and causes him little
difficulty because the computersystem adds up and
analyses the figures. He focuses his attention on
assessing the comments madeby the few companies
that have deviated significantly from their budget
targets. A few years ago this activity would have
been a manualexercise. Now he can select the vari-
ancelevel thathe considers significant, andthe com-
puter system will automatically identify the relevant
companyreturns and display them together with
their text comments on the screenofhis terminal. If
he is concerned abouttheactivities of a particular
competitor, he can use the system both to search for
references to the competitor and to analyse the
results of those subsidiary companies on which the
competitor☂s influence was particularly strong. The
system allows him to access relevant information
held on a competitor-intelligence database by press-
ing two keyson his keyboard.
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Meanwhilein anothercity on the otherside of the
world, a leading scientist in the research and
developmentlaboratory of the same multinational
corporation is compiling the final report on a new-
product development. He uses his terminal to
assemble the report by accessing research data,
technical drawings, and text from previous reports
and computerfiles. Although this integrated system
is valuablein savingthe timeofthescientist,its real
benefit to the corporation is measured in terms of
getting new products (or product improvements)
onto the market more quickly. Launching aproduct
a few weeks or months before the competition
launchesa similar innovation can often translate
into millionsof dollars in extra sales.

MOST OFFICE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS HAVE
NOT BEEN SUCCESSFUL
Regrettably, integrated hybrid information systems
of the type represented by the above examples arethe exception. Thereality is that most office auto-mation systemsinstalledin the early and mid-1980shavenot delivered real benefits. With hindsight, we
can see that few office automationinstallations have
beeneithernotable successesor dire failures ♥ mostinstallations have quite simply madelittle impacton the wayin which the users perform their work.Nevertheless, they have achieved a reasonable levelof user acceptance, and users often claim significantqualitative benefits resulting from the systems.Where benefits have been quantified, they areusually modest, and even the claimed qualitativebenefits are often not convincing to an objectiveobserver.

As weenter 1987, the office automation picture can
be summarised as follows:

Aboutonein ten installations is a clear success;
onein tenis a clear failure; and the remaining
eight out of ten installations are non-events.

The reasonforthis sorry state ofaffairs is not that
those responsible forinstalling office automation
systems are not intelligent or motivated. In most
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cases they are. Noris the situation primarily due to
a lack of competence or professionalism. In most
cases, well-established procedures for equipment
selection, project control, user involvement, and
management support have been used. The real
problem lies in widespread and fundamental
misunderstandings aboutthe natureof office auto-
ation andtherulesfor success in this field.
Alltoo often, suppliers and consultants in theoffice
automation field have preached a gospel based on
wishful thinking,naiveideas, half-truths, and pure
☁hype☂. The rare office automation success stories
have been over-publicised,leading to the belief that
the particular approachused represented a formula
for success. However,a little research would have
shown that unsuccessful installations often followed
very similar approaches, but those responsible for
these fiascos never wrote articles or appeared on
conference platforms to explain where they went
wrong.
In the early 1980s, an office automation ☁band-
wagon☂ developed. Every organisation believed that
it had to be seen to be using the latest technology.
As a consequence,pilot trials came into vogue as a
means of testing the effects of office automation.
Today,in 1987, this approachis widely discredited.
Onetheory that is currently muchin favour is that
office automation cannotbejustified in hard finan-
cial terms, but that real benefits will arise from
office automation because of muchfaster and more
efficient communications within an organisation.
Ibelieve thatin time this theory too will largely be
discredited and that it will be replaced by a much
clearer understanding of the real opportunities for
exploiting office automation.

In this paper, I put forward a radically different
view of the way in which office automation can be
used to achievereal benefits for yourorganisation.
This view is based on a personal analysis of more
than 400 organisations in Europe and the United
States overthelast three years.In carrying outthis
analysis, I did not investigateall the office automa-
tion experiencesin detail (although most investi-
gation was carried out by face-to-face interviews)
but concentrated instead on those experiencesthat
were impressive to an impartial outside observer.
In this way, the wishful thinking of those closely
associated with office automationinstallations was
ignored, and I was able toisolate seven☁rules☂ that
werein the majority of cases associated with success.
For the purposes of this analysis, I established a
definition of success:

If the organisation has realised significant
quantitative or qualitative benefits from an
office automation installation then thatinstall-
ation can be called a success. The benefits

could relate either to internal efficiency or
to external relations with customers(or with
the general public in the case of government
organisations).

In the remainderof this paper, I describe the seven
☁rules for success☂ for office automation. Running
throughouttheserulesis a strong belief that appli-
cation-specific hybrid systems (such as those des-
cribed in the opening paragraphs)are the key to the
successful application of office automation.

PLAN FOR AND INSTALL HYBRID SYSTEMS
In general terms, office automation applications are
of three main types: traditional (mainstream) data
processing systems, generic office automation sys-
tems(word processing, electronic mail, etc.), and
hybrid systems. Although traditional data process-
ing systems and generic office automation systems
are quite well understood, the ☁middle ground☂
between them is less clear. For example, office
automation systems maybe designed to meetpartic-
ular requirements by combining elements from
traditional data processing systems, standard pack-
ages, or generic systemsto form application-specific
hybrid systems.
Considerthe sales information system used by the
salesmanin the earlier example. It comprises visit
reports (text) prepared by sales staff, order
information for each customer (data), and trade-
press information (text), with access to each type of
information being provided by a diary-scheduling
system, an information-retrieval system, and an
electronic mail system. Hybrid systemssuchas this
are increasingly beingused to meetspecific business
requirements. Indeed, these hybrid systems usually
provide muchgreater benefits than generic facilities
such as word processing, spreadsheets,or electronic
mail. Hybrid systems have been used to:

♥ Prepare quotations and the associated corres-
pondence for customers.

♥ Provide assistance in answering customertele-
phone queriesby accessingboth data processing
files and imagefiles of customer correspondence.

♥Combine data processing information with
spreadsheets and wordprocessing.

♥ Route electronic documents in a particular
sequence either for authorisation or for com-
ments associated with capital projects.

♥ Allow customers to place orders electronically
using a combination of externalelectronic mail
services, internal data processing systems, and
internal electronic mail.
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The range of potential hybrid systemsis very wide
indeed, ranging from straightforward retrieval of
data from files held on a mainframe computerfor
incorporation into a text report, to integrated
multiple hybrid systems. (An integrated multiple
hybrid system mightbe used, for example, by alarge
organisation with several salesforces selling
different products to common customers. Each
salesforce may have a hybrid system,similar to that
used by the salesman in our example, and the
systems maybelinked together to provide both a
comprehensive customer database and a competi-
tive-impact database that is controlled by another
hybrid data/text system.) The simpler hybrid
systems tend to require a high degree of human
intervention, whereas the more complex hybrids
tend to be much more automated. The range of
possible hybrid systemsis illustrated in Figure 1.
To install hybrid systems effectively requires a
single user-support group. Such a groupis usually
formed by combining end-user computing support
staff (who usually provide support for standard
packages and system building tools) and office
automation support staff (who usually support
users with word processing, electronic mail, etc.).
Without a single user-support group, there is a
considerable danger that the different support
groups will adopt a narrow ☁blinkered☂ view, each
focusing on its own speciality. As a consequence,
the high-benefit hybrid applications will either be
overlooked or be deferred to some distant future
date.

In making presentations to end-user and office
automation support staff, Butler Cox consultants
have often been surprised by the mental block that
exists in the minds of the support staff. Many of:
themhave never thought in terms of hybrid systems.
This is particularly true where support teams are

 

established to oversee the implementation only of
generic office automation systems.I believe that in
the late 1980s, information centres will have a major
role to play in the developmentof hybrid systems.
The conceptofhybrid information systemsis funda-
mental to an understanding of how office automa-
tion will be used in the future. I believe that it is
essential to break away from the naive ideas that
were propoundedin the early 1980s. Office auto-
mation is notjust a numberofgeneric facilities that
can be scattered aroundthe office, and that will
provide, as if by magic, increased efficiency and
muchlesspaperwork. Amove away from providing
only genericfacilities and towards providing hybrid
systems to meet real business-related needs is
essential for sustained success in office automation.

PLAN TO ACHIEVE CLEARLY DEFINED AND
QUANTIFIED OBJECTIVES
Most organisations that install office automation
systems prepare an extensivelist of muddled, un-
quantified, and unrealistic objectives. Sucha list of
objectives might include:
♥ Increaseefficiency in the office over the next

five-year planning period.
♥ Reduce the volume of paperwork handled.
♥ Improvethequality andtimeliness of information

and so improvethe quality of decision making at
manageriallevels.

♥ Educate staff in the use of office automation
facilities.

♥ Evaluate the performance and potential for
different types of office automationfacility.

♥ Improveinternal communications.
 

Figure 1 The range of hybrid systems

Word processing
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♥ Stay ahead of competitors in the use of office
automation.

♥ Retain staff who might otherwise leave the
organisation.

Allthese objectives might sound worthy. But objec-
tives such as these almostalwayslead to ☁non-event☂
office automationinstallations.
By contrast, organisations that clearly establish and
quantify objectives for each main application area
have a muchbettertrack record. Examplesof rea-
sonably clear and quantified objectives might be:
♥ To achieve a 15 per cent improvementin the

productivity of departments A, B, and E by the
end of the next financial year.

♥ Toreduce the volumeofpaperfiles,so thatbythe
end of 1988 internal stationery requirements are
reduced by 50 per cent, and 1,500 squarefeet of
office space is released.

♥ To reduce by 40 per cent the numberof staff
required to answer customertelephonequeries,
at the same time halving the current elapsed time
of six minutes to service a query, thereby
improving customerservice.

♥ Tospeedup the quotation process so that a custo-
merreceives a high-quality quotation (including
diagrams) within one week of a request being
received, rather than three weeks,as at present.

The reason clear and quantified objectives are one
of the keys to successin office automationis that
they often force those responsible to face up to the
actions that will be necessary to achieve the objec-
tives. If a 15 per cent productivity increase is to
be achieved, whois to go? And whatwill the new
organisation looklike? Or, in whatlogical stages will
paperfiles be reduced? Whenwill thefiling cabinets
be removed? And what problemswill need to be
overcome? Whowill be responsible? And so on.
In general, it is much easier to achieve the objec-
tives set for hybrid systems than those set for
generic office systems. Suppose, for example, the
objective is to answer customertelephone queries
more quickly and to reduce staff numbers. To
achievethis, a hybrid system canbeinstalled that
allows the telephonist to access relevant data, text,
and image files through a single terminal. The
workload variations and the time taken to service
a query can easily be measured, and staff levels
can be adjusted accordingly. Comparethis with the
situation where generic electronic mail and
information-retrieval facilities have been installed
to increase productivity in a particular area. Here,
the only wayto achievereal productivity gains is
often to reduce staff numbers andto see if any
problemsarise. Usually, there is no direct relation-

ship betweenthe staff reductions and the effects
of the new facilities. Quite often, the reductions
could have made without introducing the new
facilities.
Similarly, when qualitative benefits are sought,
hybrid systems are often more effective in deliv-
ering the benefits. For instance, Paul Strassman
told a group of Foundation members about one
company where 200 transactions were required
before an existing product could be modified.
Although electronic mail could help to speed up the
transactions, it requireslittle imagination to see
that a hybrid system consisting of CAD,
information-retrieval, and electronic mail elements
would have a much greater impact.

RECOGNISE THE THREE DIFFERENT TYPES
OF OFFICE AUTOMATION APPLICATION
It is important to recognise that there are three
main types of office automation application ♥
strategically important applications, specific opera-
tional applications, and general-purpose applications.
Strategically important applications are those that
have a direct impact on the main function of the
organisation ♥ thatis, they affect in a significant
waythe ☁customer☂ or the service provided. There
are many examplesof this type of application:
♥ Some companies have provided their customers

(or agents) with personal computers so that they
can receive promotional and other information
and place orders electronically. Sometimes,
microcomputers on customers☂ premises have
even been used to maintain stock records and
to transmit reorder information to the supplier☂s
computer automatically. In this way, the sup-
plier may be able to increase market share con-
siderably, particularlyif its competitors are slow
in offering comparable facilities.

♥ Somelife insurance companies have supplied
sales staff with portable computers and sophisti-
cated software that can be used to prepare
quotations (incorporating both data and text)
that are matchedclosely to individual customer
requirements. This approach has sometimesled
to a significant increase in market share.

♥ Some pharmaceuticals companies have, over a
period of years, used word processorslinked to
laboratory computers to prepare the extensive
regulatory documentation that is needed for
approval of a new drug by the relevant
government agency. As a result, these com-
panies are able to launch new drugs a month or
two earlier than would otherwise have been
possible ♥ an advantage that may be worth tens
of millions of dollars over a five-year period.
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For any given marketorservice, there are typically
only a few strategically important applications, and
they are usually associated with very large financial
benefits or, if things go wrong, considerable losses
(see Figure 2). Strategically important applications
often succeedorfail very quickly, usually within the
first year after installation. Nearly allstrategically
important applications are based either on tradi-
tionaldata processing systemsor(increasingly) on
hybrid systems.In the main, generic office systems
have notbeen usedfor strategic applications, except
by office automation suppliers (who havea strategic
interest in showing that office automation works)
and by publishers, who use word processing as an
integral part of their production process.
Specific operational applications are installed to
improvethe operational proceduresassociated with
a particular business function. These applications
are usually hybrid systems and producesignificant
(though not huge) financial benefits. But the bene-
fits can be cumulative, becoming very important
overa period of time. There are already many ex-
amples of successful specific operational applica-
tions, and theinstallation of hybrid systemsof this
type is expandingrapidly in leading-edge user organ-
isations. Examplesinclude:
♥ Amicrocomputer-based system that was installed to

prepare engineering quotations and correspondence.
♥ Anintegrated purchasing system that produces

orders and correspondence.
♥ Adesktop publishing system that accesses main-

frame data to include in pricelist.

♥A microcomputer-to-mainframe spreadsheet-
2 based budgeting system used by accountants.
General-purpose applications aim to improveoffice
efficiency by providing an electronic, rather thana
paper-based, environmentusing generic office sys-
tems. Studies have predicted that generic systems
such as word processing,electronic mail, electronic
information retrieval, and electronic diaries can
improveoffice productivitybybetween 15 per cent
and 30 per cent, depending onthe mix of office staff
and current productivity levels. These benefits have
beenrealised only in certain circumstances, how-
ever, usually in conjunction with reduced staff
levels and reorganisations of managerial/profes-
sional staff or support staff. Experience has shown
that productivity benefits from the installation of
general-purpose applications cannot be achieved
without a determination (usually driven by the chief
executive) to reorganise and reduce staff numbers
or to maintain staff numbers while increasing busi-
ness activity. Even whenthese actions are taken,
however,the relationship between increased pro-
ductivity and generic office systems is often far
from clear.
Inthe early 1980s, I predicted the cumulative costs
and financial benefits from general-purpose office
automation applications would follow the pattern
shownin Figure3. Initially, there would be modest
financial benefits as the obvious applications, such
as word processing in typing pools or intersite elec-
tronic mail (to replace postal, telex, and courier
costs) were implemented. Somestaff would also be

 

Figure 2 Cumulative benefits and costs of strategically
important applications

Cumulative financial
benefits exceed
cumulative costs Successfulstrategicallyimportant application

Time

Unsuccessful strategicallyCumulative costs important applicationexceed cumulative
financial benefits

Figure 3 Cumulative benefits and costs of general-
purpose office automation applications
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shed to justify the initial purchase of equipment.
But as demandforoffice systems increased, and as
educational and ☁critical mass☂ barriers had to be
overcome, significant further investments would be
required and the cumulative costs would far exceed
the cumulative financial benefits. Many,if not most,
large organisationsare currentlyin this situation ♥
some even managed to avoid the early obvious
financial benefits! A few organisations, however,
have now begun to climb outofthe trough shown in
Figure 3 by a process of reorganisation drivenby top
management or by controlling staff numbers as
business activity increases. My prediction (shown by
the dottedline in the figure)is that the cumulative
net financial benefits of general-purpose applica-
tions will then increase sharply. At present, thereis
only limited evidence to suggest that the sharply
upward trend shownin Figure3 will be the general
case. In reality, even most organisations with a large
installed base of terminals have yet to achieve the
productivity benefits of a generic electronic-office
environment.

Carefully phasing the implementation of different
types of application can produce a favourable
pattern of overall costs and benefits for office
automation. A major early success with a strategic-
ally important application can provide substantial
benefits for several years, and allow the costs
associated with achievinga critical mass for general-
purpose systems to be ☁absorbed☂. Similarly, a
continuing programmeof reorganisation and staff
cutbacks implemented in conjunction with the
introduction of generic orhybrid systemswill speed
up the rate at whichtotal benefits exceedtotal costs,
and provide the headroom for further investmentin
office automation systems.

DO NOT RELY ON QUALITATIVE BENEFITS
Inrecent years, many organisations have taken the
☁soft option☂ of relying almostentirely on qualitative
benefits to justify large investments in office
automation, andparticularly in personal computers.
Unless this approach is used very selectively, I
believe it to be misguided. Certainly, there are some
key peoplein the organisation for whom timely and
high-quality information can provide major benefits,
evenifthe benefits are difficult to quantify. But for
manyotherareas, the qualitative benefits are mini-
malor nonexistent.

Consider the accountantin the earlier example who
was using his hybrid system to identify the reasons
for variances in budgets. At first sight, the time
saved by the system☂s immediate analysis may seem
quite unimportant. But to the senior manager in
charge of a geographic region or of a particular
product range sold worldwide, this analysis is one of

the main control mechanismsfor running the busi-
ness.If dangersignals are not noted soon enough and
remedial action taken, the damageto the business
may be considerable. By contrast, the benefits of
providing everyone in the head office of this
organisation with electronic mail facilities to speed
up all internal communications are far less convinc-
ing, even though thefacilities will be important in
somecases.
This example highlights the dangers of accepting
half-truths at face value. The universal electronic
mail system would help the senior manager by
speeding up the delivery of the analysis by(say)half
a day. Butinstalling an appropriate hybrid system
aimed specifically at the production of various
reports and analyses would produce a further time
savingof (say) two weeks.

ENSURETHATTHE FIRST APPLICATIONIS
RELEVANT
The first application used by each new terminal
user should be very relevant to that person☂s job.
This suggests that general-purpose applications
should not necessarily be the first office automa-
tion facilities provided. Many organisations have
failed to appreciate the importanceofthis rule.
As a result, many, if not most, office automation
programmes are fundamentally misguided. Thus,
although word processing is an appropriate first
application for typists, secretaries, and text-
oriented professionals, it is not appropriate for
most professionals (such as accountants, engineers,
or actuaries) or for senior managers. Similarly,
electronic mail is very rarely suitable as a first
application, except where the usersare likely to
need to access their messages from a variety of
locations (sales staff, for example). And spread-
sheets are suitable first applications for account-
ants, but not for most other office staff.

This explains why many office automation trials
based on the use of generic systems by staff at
different levels are not successful. It is most
unlikely that all those involvedin thetrial will find
the facilities relevant to their jobs. Hence, thetrials
tend to be non-events.

Evidence from leading-edge organisations also
strongly indicates that the traditional view of office
automation, where general-purpose applications
are gradually built up to create an electronic
environment, is misguided. Organisations that rely
on this approach tend to experience ☁office
automation stagnation☂, where a large proportion
of the user community neverreally comesto regard
the electronic facilities as an everydaypart of their
working lives.
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Mostleading-edge organisations that have reacheda high level of terminal penetration (at least oneterminal for every twooffice staff) have provided-Seneric systemsas ☁add-ons☂to specific operationalapplications (such as wordprocessing fortypists andsecretaries, spreadsheets for accountants, and dataprocessing applications for clerks and professionalstaff). Generally speaking,the first users of officeautomation systems in these organisations weretypists, secretaries, numerate professionals (such asaccountants), and clerks. Later, other middle mana-gers and less numerate professionals began to usethe systems, but seniormanagers werethelast group
to use a terminal on their desks.
However,in a few leading-edge organisations, the
dominant reason for the very high use of office
automation systems was that a senior executive
(usually the chief executive) personally ☁drove☂ the
office automation programme.In this situation, user
resistance or apathyhad often been overcomebythe
chief executive☂s enthusiasm and commitment,
even though thefirst applications for new terminal
users may have delivered only marginal benefits.
The few (but well documented) experiencesof this
kind have led manyorganisations to assume that this
top-down approachis the most effective way to
introduce office automation. Often their approach
has beenfirst to install a trial office automation
system for use by senior managers. However, ex-
perience shows that trials designed to provide
general-purpose systemsfor use by seniormanagers
usually fail. Trials based on hybrid systemstailored
to meet senior management needs have a better
record of success, but typically they require high
levels of support from systemsstaff. If the level of
support is reduced,thetrial often fails.
The problem with top-down office automation
programmesis that, although they can lead very
quickly to high numbers of generic office system
users, they often fail to provide significant benefits
in the short term. Benefits from office automation
can usually be obtained more quickly by identifying
and installing the strategically important
applications and the high-payoff operational
applications at an early stage. And these applications
are morelikely to be hybrid systems.

By ensuringthatthe first application for each user
is relevantto his or herjob,it is possible to obtain
high levels of user acceptance for office automation.
For example, specific operational applications are
usually very relevant to the user☂s job and are
quickly accepted. Furthermore, these applications
usually result in worthwhile cost reductions.In this
way, the numberof terminals installed can be
increased with an ongoing, plausible cost
justification. By carefully phasing the introduction
of different types of application it is possible to
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achieve continuing benefits while maintaining ahigh levelof user acceptance. Thus,it is possible toavoid the cumulative benefits trough shown inFigure 3 and to maintain the momentum oftheoffice
automation programme.

A potential difficulty with this approach is that,although someapplications (such as word processingfor secretaries and spreadsheets for accountants)can be installed very quickly, others have to bespecially designed, and this can require considerable
investigative or developmenteffort.

ONCE AN ELECTRONIC CULTURE HAS BEENESTABLISHED NEW USERS WILL DEMANDGENERIC FACILITIES
Once anelectronic culture is established in anorganisation (typically when 30 per cent or moreof the staff use terminals regularly for hybridand/or general-purpose applications), genericfacilities (particularly electronic mail and wordprocessing) become much morereadily accepted asthe first application by new terminal users atmiddle or seniorlevels. One leading-edge organisa-tion summedup the experiences of many organisa-tions by describing this effect as ☁☁an unstoppable
wave of user demand☂☂.
Thus,there are two alternativestrategies for gainingwidespreaduser acceptance.Ifsenior management
is committed to office automation, a top-downapproach will lead very quickly to high levels of use
of generic office systems (particularly electronic
mail). Hundreds ofnew users a monthis not unusualwhenamajor top-down programmeis being imple-
mented. However,this approachis not sufficient to
guarantee thatsignificant benefits will be obtained.
Thereal benefits from office automation will not be
realised unless hybrid systems are introduced and/or
action is taken to reduce staffing levels among
middle managers andprofessionalstaff.
But evenif senior management commitmentis less
than wholehearted, an application-led approach can
produceearly and real benefits and a growing base
of both hybrid and generic office systems. Essen-
tially, this approach is based on installing office
automationfacilities that will be accepted and work
well ♥ wordprocessingfor typists and secretaries,
spreadsheets for accountants, hybrid systems for
specific applications, generic office systems for
existing terminal users, andso forth.Inthis way, the
numberofoffice system users can be built up until
the expected ☁unstoppable wave☂ofuser demandfor
generic systems overcomesthe remaining userresis-
tance to adopting office automation. There is one
possible drawback to this approach, however ♥
whathappens if a sufficiently high user population
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is not achieved for the expected wave of user
demand to materialise? An organisation could
experience a gap betweenthe application-led base
of users and the numbers requiredfor an electronic-
office environmentto take off. In this situation, a
push from senior management would be necessary
to close the gap and to create an electronic-office
environment.
I believe that the second alternative ♥ the
application-led approach ♥ should be adopted even
where senior management commitment is very
strong. In this way, high levels of terminal
penetration andsignificant benefits can be achieved
in parallel.

CHOOSE OFFICE AUTOMATION SUPPLIERS
ON THEIR ABILITY TO PROVIDE HYBRID
SOLUTIONS
From the precedingrules, it is clear that office
automation products should be able to provide
integrated hybrid solutions. However, many of
the leading suppliers are not very advanced in
this respect. Indeed, most of them are struggling
to integrate the different elements of their general-
purpose office automation products. At the time
of writing, for example, most suppliers are unable
even to demonstrate products that enable word-
processed documents to be prepared, sent by
electronic mail, stored and retrieved by a content
(but not a keyword) system, and then re-edited by
the word-processing software with nodifficulties.
Nevertheless, two or three leading suppliers do
makeplausible claims to being ahead ofthefield
in this respect.

But integrating standard office automation elements
does not produce a truly flexible hybrid-systems
environment. Hybrid-systems implementers will
also require assurances from the suppliers that
future releases of standard office automation
software will not make their hybrid solutions
unusable. In other words, the office automation
suppliers will need to provide sufficient software
☁hooks☂ in their products so they can be used as
elements of hybrid systems without affecting the
standard software for word processing, for
electronic mail, and so forth. (The concepts of
☁module integration☂ and software ☁hooks☂ are
illustrated in Figure 4.) Several leading suppliers
claim that their software architecture provides these
facilities and therefore meets the needs of hybrid
systems. However,at least one pioneering hybrid-
system developer has experienced considerable
problemsin this respect, and it would be surprising
if these problems werenot to be experiencedin the
future. i
Nevertheless, someof the leading suppliers are now
in a far better position to support hybrid systems
than they werein the early 1980s. Indeed, several
suppliers now offer hybrid solutions as standard
packages(the sales information system mentioned
earlier is available in several different packages).
The more widespread typesof hybrid systemswill
increasingly be available as packages overthe next
few years.

CONCLUSION
This paper has set out seven rules for success in
office automation. Therationale behindtherulesis
 

Figure 4 The conceptsof integration and hooksin suppliers☂ office automation products
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that hybrid information systems are the key to
successful office automation projects. Hybrid
systems, focused on specific applications and needs,
allow real and measurable benefits to be obtained
quickly. They also pave the way to creating the
electronic environment in which general-purpose
office automation facilities will be accepted and
used. Thus, the key to achieving real benefits and
high levels ofuser acceptanceisto shift the emphasis
of office automation away from generic office
systems and traditional data processing towards
hybrid systems. A successful approach to office
automation will therefore include the following key
strategic elements:
♥ Establish clear and quantified objectives. The

plan forachieving the objectives should include
timescales for tough actions such as reorganisa-
tion, removing manualfiling systems, and closing
downoffice buildings.

♥ Form an integrated support team that will
identify andinstall hybrid systems to meet both
strategically important and specific operational
applications. |

♥ Choose an office systems supplier that can
providea high levelof integration with existing
computer systems and can facilitate the
development of hybrid systems. Often this
supplier will not be your mainframe computer
supplier.

♥ Providefirst-time terminaluserswith at least one
application that is very relevantto his or herjob.
The application maybebased ontraditional data
processing, or a hybrid system, or a general-
purposefacility, depending on the work being
done.
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♥ Build up the userbase of general-purposeoffice
systems by providing thesefacilities as ☁add-ons☂
to existing terminal users.

♥ Investigate the possibilities for organisational
changes at middle managementand professional
levels in parallel with the introduction of new
technology in the office. If the political climate is
right, build these changes into the office
automation plan, together with appropriate
timescales.

♥ Anticipate the greatly increased demand for
general-purposeoffice systems once anelectronic
environment becomesestablished.

The key messageofthis paperis thatit is possible to
achieve substantial benefits from office automation.
Thelargest benefits will come from hybrid systems
used forstrategically important applications andfor
specific operational applications. However, these
typesofapplications will onlybe used by aminority
of office staff, probably less than 25 per centoverall.
Manyorganisations havefailedintheir early office
automation activities because they have concentra-
ted on providing general-purpose facilities to the
majority of office staff. Moreover, the temptation to
be distractedinthisway will increaseas the price of
personal computers continuesto fall. An increasing
numberofoffice workers will perceive the personal
computeras a conveniencetool, ratherlike thetele-
phoneorpocketcalculator, and they will expect to
have a personal computer on their desk whether
they actually need oneor not. The sucessful organ-
isations will be those that concentrate on the
importantapplications, while providinga consistent
environment in which general-purpose office
automation facilities can be adopted as the majority
of office staff become ready to accept them.



Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent management con-
sultancy and research organisation, specialising in
the application of information technology within
commerce, government and industry. The com-
pany offers a wide range of services both to
suppliers and users of this technology. The Butler
Cox Foundation is a service operated by Butler
Cox on behalf of subscribing members.

Objectives of the Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundation sets out to study on
behalf of subscribing members the opportunities
and possible threats arising from developments in
the field of information systems.

New developments in technology offer exciting
opportunities ♥ and also pose certain threats ♥
for all organisations, whether in industry, com-
merce or government. New types of systems,
combining computers, telecommunications and
automated office equipment, are becoming not
only possible, but also economically feasible.
As a result, any manager whois responsible for
introducing new systemsis confronted with the
crucial question of how bestto fit these elements
together in waysthat are effective, practical and
economic.
While the equipment is becoming cheaper, the
reverseis true of people ♥ and this applies both
to the people who design systems and those who
make use of them. At the same time, human
considerations become even more important as
people☂s attitudes towards their working environ-
ment change.

These developments raise new questions for the
manager of the information systems function as
he seeks to determine and achieve the best
economic mix from this technology.
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Membership of the Foundation
The majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundation are large organisations
seeking to exploit to the full the most recent
developments in information systems technology.
An important minority of the meinbership is
formed by suppliers of the technology. The
membership is international with participants
from Australia, Belgium, France, Italy, the
Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom and elsewhere.

The Foundation Research Programme
The research programmeis planned jointly by
Butler Cox and by the memberorganisations. Each
year Butler Cox drawsup a short-list of topics that
reflects the Foundation☂s view of the important
issues in information systems technology andits
application. Memberorganisations rank the topics
according to their own requirements and as a
result of this process members☂ preferences are
determined.
Before each research project starts there is a
further opportunity for membersto influence the
direction of the research. A detailed description
of the project defining its scope and the issues to
be addressedis sent to all members for comment.

The Report Series
The Foundation publishes six research reports
each year. The reports are intended to be read
primarily by senior and middle managers whoare
concerned with the planning of information
systems. They are, however,written in a style that
makes them suitable to be read both by line
managers and functional managers. The reports
concentrate on defining key management issues
and on offering advice and guidance on how and
whento address those issues.
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